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Charlotte Street Foundation founder stepping
down
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Charlotte Street Foundation founder stepping down

‘Playtime’ exhibit reveals the limits and uses of fun

KEITH MYERS
Charlotte Street Foundation founder and co-director David Hughes is stepping down as co-director in June. Over the
last 15 years, the organization has supported hundreds of Kansas City artists with fellowships, studio space,
residencies and exhibitions. Above, Hughes stands in one of the foundation's studio spaces at Partnership Place, 906
Grand Blvd.
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Youth arts program gets a new home in Independence

Nelson’s newest pieces fill out First Friday

Art from the past and present will collide in 2013

Read more Visual ArtsRead more Visual Arts

January 11
BY ALICE THORSON
The Kansas City Star

The New York Times’ T magazine called him “arguably the most wonderfully weird thing to
come out of Kansas City in recent memory.”

Kansas City artist Cody Critcheloe and his art band, Ssion, known for theatrical performances
incorporating zany costumes, animated video backdrops and a pulsing disco-style sound, have
performed at PS1 MoMA in New York as well as venues in Los Angeles and Europe.

Asked during a 2011 interview with Bullett magazine, “What’s it like over in Kansas City?” the
2003 Kansas City Art Institute alum said, “The most important thing is that there are really
awesome people that are so willing to help out and see a vision through.”

Critcheloe’s vision got its first big boost in 2007, when he received a $10,000 individual artist’s
fellowship from the Charlotte Street Foundation.

His success makes him something of a poster boy for Charlotte Street Foundation founder David
Hughes’ belief in the importance of supporting individual artists and his tireless efforts to keep
the money and opportunities flowing.

Over the past 15 years, Hughes, 58, has built the Charlotte Street Foundation into a nationally
respected nonprofit that has supported hundreds of Kansas City artists with fellowships, studio
space, residencies and exhibitions.

Now, he’s ready for a rest.

In November, Hughes announced that he will step down as the organization’s co-director in mid-
2013 and that the board will hire a new executive director.

“The pace is relentless and exhausting,” he said in a recent interview. “You can always do more.”

Although he leaves the organization on a firm footing, with a $750,000 budget and a raft of
programs with partners ranging from the Andy Warhol Foundation to Bank of America, it’s hard
to imagine that anyone can fill his shoes.

“I can’t think of a better friend to artists than David,” says Judith Levy, who received a Charlotte
Street Foundation Rocket Grant to support her current project, a film about artists and envy. “I
know from my own experience that he really understands what artists need to be successful and
what makes their souls sing.
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“(David) and Charlotte Street have been devoted to creating a rich arts community and

tremendous opportunities for artists like me,” Levy added. “He certainly is testimony to the

difference that one person can make, because he has led the way to make our city a place where

artists thrive.”

Filling a need

It all started in 1997 with a $10,000 grant from American Century Investments, where Hughes

worked in the marketing department and served on committees overseeing the firm’s growing

art collection and its corporate contributions. Over the previous decade, Hughes had immersed

himself in the theater and visual art communities, building his own art collection and serving on

the boards of the Unicorn and Coterie theaters and the Kansas City Art Institute.

“From the mid- to late ’80s I was meeting artists, gallerists, dancers and musicians,” he said. “It

struck me there was interesting work. Nobody in my circle saw the vitality going on at the grass-

roots level. There was a lot of focus (at the top), but there was not awareness about the role and

importance of individual living artists.”

By the mid-1990s, the National Endowment for the Arts had backed away from giving grants to

individuals after awards to controversial artists such as Andres Serrano and Karen Finley

inflamed the culture wars of the day.

Hughes saw a need.

As he recounted in the Charlotte Street Foundation’s 10th anniversary catalog, late one night

over beers he shared “a simple concept” with Dolphin gallery owner John O’Brien: “give money

and recognition to artists; highlight quality work and the general arts community to corporate

and philanthropic leaders as well as to the general public.”

After further consultation with O’Brien and a small circle of advisers that included Nelson-Atkins

curator Deborah Emont Scott, artist Mark Spencer, and artist and UMKC gallery director Craig

Subler, Hughes turned that first $10,000 from American Century into grants to individual

artists.

With no fanfare or announcement, $2,500 checks showed up in the mailboxes of artists James

Brinsfield, Russell Ferguson, Mary Wessel and the duo of Tony Allard and Kristine Diekman.

That fall, the UMKC Gallery presented an exhibit by the five winners, a practice that would

continue annually with each round of awards.

Over the years, Hughes tweaked the awards process, adding nominators, community advisers

and out-of-town curators to make input into the selections. And he garnered support from

contributors throughout the community, including the American Century Foundation, Bank of

America, the Francis Family Foundation, Grand Arts, the Hall Family Foundation, the Muriel

McBrien Kauffman Foundation, the Richard J. Stern Foundation for the Arts (Commerce Bank

Trustee), UMB Bank and individual contributors.
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By 2007, the amount of the artist awards had quadrupled to $10,000

Next, Hughes began to explore the viability of presenting temporary exhibits in vacant buildings

downtown as a way to up the presence of the arts and help the owners attract permanent

tenants. The effort, christened the “Urban Culture Project,” was launched in January 2003 with

a group show curated by Nate Fors in the windows of the old Harzfeld building in the Town

Pavilion at the corner of Petticoat Lane and Main Street.

In addition to artists and developers, Hughes got architects involved in transforming spaces like

the Bank, a vacant space in the Mark Twain Tower at 11th Street and Baltimore Avenue, into

gallery and studio space for artists.

Soon, Charlotte Street’s Urban Culture Project was presenting exhibits and events in multiple

downtown spaces, including Paragraph Gallery, the Jenkins Window Gallery and the Boley

Gallery, a vacant space in the Boley Building at 12th and Walnut streets.

The third-Friday openings drew a whole new crowd into downtown Kansas City, well before the

opening of the nearby Power & Light District.

In 2003, Hughes decided to devote himself full time to the Charlotte Street Foundation. He

formed a four-member board and established the foundation as a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit. He

brought in curator and writer Kate Hackman to help run the exhibitions and programming and

assist with fundraising and development. The two convened a Visual Arts Consortium, seeking

input about how the foundation could best serve artists and arts professionals.

They sought and received a grant from the Andy Warhol Foundation and secured partnerships

with national programs such as the Art OMI International Residency.

In 2007, the foundation presented a professional development seminar with the New York-

based Creative Capital organization.

“I’ve been following Charlotte Street since I’ve been working in the foundation world,” said

Alexander Gray, a gallerist in New York who sits on the boards of several prominent arts

organizations and is a longtime member of Charlotte Street’s national advisory board.

“What Charlotte Street does that’s so remarkable is, it’s not just about money, it’s about space,

time and professional development. It’s a very holistic approach to supporting artists that

emanates from (David’s) value system.”

But not everyone is a fan.

Over the years there have been occasional rumblings that Charlotte Street is cliquish and tends

to repeatedly reward a small group that buys into the organization’s vision.

Some have worried that its combined programs undermine artists’ initiative by doing too much;

that, for instance, providing studios diminishes artists’ traditional role as urban pioneers into

abandoned or neglected neighborhoods.



Tim Brown, who specializes in emerging artists at his Telephonebooth gallery at 33rd and Troost,

complains that because of Charlotte Street, “The emerging segment of young artists that used to

be vibrant and edgy has been filtered for polish and intellectual yak-yak.”

“After 14 years of this operation,” he adds, “the end result in this small town is that we don’t

have a pluralistic art scene.”

Milestone

In 2007, the Charlotte Street Foundation celebrated its 10th anniversary with the publication of

a 172-page book chronicling the organization’s history and profiling the 56 artists who had

received awards.

The organization continued to grow exponentially. As some of the initial Urban Culture Project

spaces landed permanent tenants, Hughes and Hackman added new ones. The Paragraph

Gallery continued as the flagship downtown space and was expanded with the addition of an

adjacent Project Space.

In 2008, Charlotte Street established a presence on the West Side with the opening of La

Esquina at 1000 W. 25th St.

All along the organization’s programming had included music and performance events; the

relationship was formalized in 2008 with the first Charlotte Street Foundation awards to

performing artists and their inclusion in the studios program.

Meanwhile, opportunities for visual artists expanded with an Art Through Architecture program,

designed to encourage architects and their clients to buy and commission works from Kansas City

artists.

The most visible Art Through Architecture project is the Missouri Bank Artboards, a pair of

double-sided billboards above the bank’s Crossroads branch that feature a changing display of

images by area artists.

Missouri Bank president and CEO Grant Burcham is a great admirer of Hughes.

“I can’t think of a single person here that has done more to advance the arts (in particular our

grass-roots arts culture) than Dave,” Burcham said in a recent email. “He has been a force

working for our city.”

The Art Through Architecture program was launched with the American Institute of

Architects/Kansas City (AIA/KC), part of a growing alphabet soup of Charlotte Street

partnerships that includes LINC (Leveraging Investments on Creativity), a national program

created to assist artists.

LINC helped fund Artist INC, a professional development seminar for artists co-sponsored by

Charlotte Street, the UMKC Innovation Center, and the Arts Council of Metropolitan Kansas

City. Artist INC also receives major funding from the Connecticut-based Emily Hall Tremaine

Foundation, which has just announced a $110,000 two-year grant renewal for the program.
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“I don’t feel like we’re static,” Hughes said. “All along we’ve tweaked and added programming. I

think we’ve been totally catalytic. We’ve become a model nationally of support for individual

artists.”

In 2009, a $40,000 grant from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts enabled

Charlotte Street to begin funding a series of smaller, experimental ventures by area artists

through the Rocket Grant program. They included the controversial Lawrence-based “Story of

Chickens” project. Aiming to make people mindful of the animals they consume, artist Amber

Hansen intended to slaughter five chickens at the project’s end, but she changed plans in

response to protests from the community and a Lawrence ordinance prohibiting the slaughter of

fowl within city limits.

As Hansen explained on Charlotte Street’s Rocket Grants blog, “Chickens will not be displayed,

nor slaughtered and eaten as a part of the project. Instead, a handful of invited speakers will

share stories about their experience caring for chickens followed by a potluck meal.”

The sponsors stood firm when the project hit a bump. Says Hughes, “Charlotte Street and our

partner, the Spencer Museum, had no question but that we would stand up for Amber and her

thoughtful completion of the project.”

Now in its third year, the Rocket Grants program, administered in partnership with the Spencer

Museum of Art in Lawrence, has awarded $121,000 in direct funds to 32 projects involving more

than 70 artists.

More recent additions to the foundation’s programs include a collaboration with the Nelson-

Atkins on a series of walk/talks through the museum’s collection with artists who have won

Charlotte Street Foundation awards, and a curatorial residency program. Last year, the

foundation brought in Chicago-based independent curator Jamilee Polson Lacy to develop shows

and other programming involving Kansas City artists.

As she relates on the curator-in-residence blog on the foundation’s website, Lacy made more

than two dozen studio visits over six weeks. Her first exhibit, a group show, “Have I Been Here

Before?” opened at La Esquina in November.

Hughes knows how important it is to provide artists with opportunities to interact and have their

work seen by outside curators.

Since 2004, when he began to add national curatorial advisers to the foundation’s awards

program, he has consistently sought ways to get the word out about KC art and artists.

Burcham credits Hughes with putting the Kansas City art community on the national map.

Charlie Sosland, long time supporter of the arts and a member of the Charlotte Street

Foundation’s board, says, “What David Hughes and the Charlotte Street Foundation have

accomplished for the arts and the artists in Kansas City is simply incredible. He and Kate

Hackman, his co-director, have helped budding artists to not only survive their early years as

struggling artists, but to thrive and grow in our city.”
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Hughes departs as the foundation roars into its 16th year.

“It’s the first time in a long time where I don’t know what’s next,” he said.

One thing that won’t change is his passionate advocacy of Charlotte Street.

As director emeritus, Hughes said, he will be “Charlotte Street’s champion and ambassador
locally and nationally.”

And when Critcheloe and Ssion get together to make a new CD, and Levy premieres her new “NV
in KC” film at the Tivoli, chances are Hughes will be in the audience.

The art habit stays.

To reach Alice Thorson, call 816-234-4783 or send email to athorson@kcstar.com.
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